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Four Phase Warm-Up / Station Work

Description
 
 
 

This set up can be across an entire field or in 1 field quadrant
depending on the space you have. If working with a larger groups
(i.e. an age group) organize players into groups of 10-12. Each
station has a coach who will lead that specific station for the
session. Player rotate every 5-8 minutes with a 2 minute break in
between each station to have water break and move to the next
station. If working with a smaller group you can still have the 4
stations and players will move together through all 4 stations until
all are complete.
 

Station Concept

Warm Up: Continuous Movement (5 minutes)
 
We advise to start with slower movements first (i.e. marching,
skipping, jogging, running) and aim to gradually increase heart
rate and slowly increase muscle and body temperature, keep in
mind that actions should be primarily linear to start with and
should become multi directional towards the end.
 
Here are more physical movements to use in this portion: rhythmic
marching, double step skipping, shuffling, carioca, skipping, back
kicks, jogging, backwards running, zig zag running.
 
A fun way to incorporate these movements and slowly increase
heart rate and muscle temperature is with a game
of European Handball (EH). Here's a suggestion:
 
- start with a game of EH in a grid of 15 x 15 or 20 x 20 depending
on your player numbers.
 
- 1-1.5 minutes in, stop the game, ask players to find their own path to jog and touch each of the four corners of their grid.
 
- continue the game.
 
- 1-1.5 minutes in, stop the game, ask players to find their own path to skip and touch each of the four corners of their grid.
 
- continue the game.
 
Dynamic Range of Motion (5 minutes)
 
During the continuous movement portion, take a minute each time to add in a component of dynamics (i.e. leg swings, calisthenics,
ballistic stretching). Take another two minutes at the end for dynamic stretching (i.e. lead leg, trail leg, scorpion, iron cross).
 
Neural Preparation (5 minutes)
 
The coordination and speed component can be done around the perimeter of the field (for example quick feet front and back over the
line with a sprint to a line [acceleration / deceleration], then plyometrics with a sprint to the line, add a changing direction piece.
 
 
Technical Preparation (5 minutes)
 

Mass Standardized Warm Up (To Begin Training) (5 mins)



Add in a ball per player with technical literacy components, ball mastery and movements, even switching the ball with a random
partner.
 
 
Separate all players into two groups for FIFA 11+ Part 1 and Part 2. (10 minutes)
 

Warm Up: General Movement (5 minutes)
In a small grid (approximately 15 x 15 yards) organize a game of
tag, the player with the bib / pinnie is a tagger and must catch a
person by tagging / tapping them (nothing above the shoulder), the
player then becomes the tagger. Let players play for about 1
minute, then active recovery for 30 seconds, during this period
some sort of physical literacy / fundamental movement skills
should be incorporated.
 
 
For the Physical Preparation Four Phase Warm Up Document...to
design different movements to recovery actively with during tag
downtime. Your grid's organization can include different color
cones and players can be asked to perform a movement in the
direction of a number of different colored cones. Challenge their
thinking (i.e. players whose birth month start with an A move to
yellow cones, player whose birth month start with a J move to red
cones).
 
After the fundamental movement skills active recovery, return to the game of tag this time with two taggers with two bibs / pinnies and
go for approximately 2 minutes, then rest for 1 minute. Add the fundamental movement skills into the 1 minute active recovery time.
Return to the game of tag with a modification. Now, 3 taggers with 3 bibs / pinnies, when the taggers tag / tap a person, that individual
now has to hold the area they were tagged / tapped on, using his / her other hand to tag / tap another player. 3 minutes, with 1. 5 active
recovery time.
 
__
 
The use of speed ladders, agility poles, hurdles and cones are encouraged for this station, feel free to incorporate the ball with
exercises used here with a coach to service the ball. There are many resources available online for exercises and activities that
include these tools. Here are two web links with various exercises:
 
https://youtu.be/PEPYbUHtEOw
 
http://www.kingsportstraining.com/blogs/training-blog/7694405-13-speed-and-agility-ladder-drills-videos-for-faster-footwork
 

Station A, General Movement (5 mins)

Learning Objectives

Technical (20%)
Type of pass, body position, touch direction,
scanning

Tactical (20%)

Physical (20%)
A, B, C's, Speed of Support, Pow er/accelerate
out of target area

Warm Up: Soccer Coordination
3v3 Directional
Organization: Players are placed in a 25x25m area with 4 target
areas situated in each corner of the grid. 2 yellow and 2 red. 
Procedure: 2 blue players positioned diagonally from each other in
target areas, and 2 yellow players positioned diagonally from each
other. Remaining players play 3v3 possession inside areaa and
score point by playing a pass or dribbling into teams target player
area (with whom they then switch positions with) Opposition
players cannot enter target areas. 
Progression's: Pass only to target players, target player must
vacate target area through opposite side from where they receive
(opening up), limit touches.
 

Station B, Soccer Coordination (5 mins)



Psychological (20%)
Positive reinforcement, confidence, decision-
making

Social (20%)
Supporting team mates, communicating, peer
interaction / fun

Learning Objectives

Technical (20%)
Weight of pass, body position to receive,, touch
direction

Tactical (20%)

Physical (20%)
A, B, C's, acceleration, pow er

Psychological (20%)
Confidence, decision-making, positive
reinforcement

Social (20%)
Communicating, fun w ith friends

Warm Up: Soccer Technique
Organization: Players placed in a 25x25m area with a 5x5m area
positioned in the centre of the grid. 2 players positioned at A & D,
and 1 player at point's B. 2 balls at point's A (1 ball each side)
 
Procedure: both balls move from A to B, 1st player moves from D
to C to receive pass from B. Player turns when receiving from at C
and plays to A. Pattern begins again. Player always follow their
pass.
 
Progression: out-back-through 2 players at points A, 1 player on
points B, C, D. Ball and players transition A-B-D-C-A
 

Station C, Soccer Technique (5 mins)

Learning Objectives

Technical (20%)
All technical components of a full match.

Tactical (20%)
All tactical components of a full match.

Small-Sided Game / Scrimmage to end Training
Always allow uninterrupted play for the first 3-5 minutes
(do not stop play unless safety is a concern)
 
5v5 with a 1/2 way Retreat Line
7v7 with a 2/3 way Retreat Line
9v9 with a 2/3 way Retreat Line
 
Organization: Players play with a Retreat Line, the Retreat Line is
marked out in line with recommendations for the age group.
 
Procedure for restart of play from sidelines:
 
for under 8 age groups, to keep a flow of the game going in
training sessions allow players to dribble the ball or pass the ball
to restart play.
 
for under 9 age groups plus (kick-ins for 9's and 10's and throw-
ins at 11's and 12's) to keep a flow of the game going Once the GK
has possession of the ball or the ball goes out for a goalkick, the
opposition must drop behind the Retreat Line. Once a player
receives a pass from her / his GK the play is live again.
 

Station D, Small-Sided Game to End Training (Free Play) (5 mins)



All tactical components of a full match.

Physical (20%)
All physical components of a full match.

Psychological (20%)
All psychological components of a full match.

Social (20%)
All socio-emotional components of a full match.

ENCOURAGE: Players to take on opponents and try fakes / feints.
Be creative!
 
 
REINFORCE: When your team is in possession of the ball you are
an attacker, when your team is NOT in possession of the ball you
are a defender. Regardless of what position you play on field for
that game, this principle applies.
 
 
Note: If you have enough players for an age appropriate full-size
game you may play with no need GK. If you have 5v5, you can play with a GK. If you have odd numbers, instead of having a player sit
off, you have the option to use that player as a neutral player - a neutral player wears a different color pinnie than all other players and
plays only on the team that has possession of the ball - so she / he can be on both teams at separate moments of the game. Do not
play SSG's larger than your age specific format. 
 
 
Coach in the flow of the game as much as possible, if you find there is an opportunity for improvement that one player can benefit
from, bring that player to the side and work with them 1v1 (try to use a live demo on the sidelines to explain best), if there is an area of
improvement opportunity for the team, that's when stopping the whole play to demo is most appropriate; keep in mind the entire group
of players needs to be able to hear you - so your voice projection and positioning as a coach is very important.
 
DO NOT COACH THE PLAYER ON THE BALL.
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